
Gatehouse Squirrel Group 
 
We were founded in early 2015 in response to a continuing sporadic presence of greys in the area 
around the town. There are now over 60 people on the group email list. Our boundary adjoins that 
of Kirkcudbright RSG to the south and east, and Glenkens RSG to the northeast. We hope for another 
group/network covering the area north of Creetown (i.e. Newton Stewart!). 
 
In our first year 10 volunteers adopted the SSRS Spring Survey protocol to survey most of the 
substantial broadleaved woodland patches around Fleet Bay and up the Fleet Valley. Reds were 
found widely, but no greys were detected from hairs left at hoppers, although some were being 
reported from sightings at the same time. During 2016-18, up to 12 hoppers were paired with 
camera traps by Roland Ascroft in an effort to properly census reds in five different woodland 
patches. Reviewing the pictures is a huge task, but perhaps most of the individuals can be recognised 
from differences in their coats. Densities of up to 1 per 10ha emerged from this work, along with 
some evidence of pine martens. From January 2017 we have been making monthly counts in 15-25 
gardens, based on the maximum number seen at once and the number recognised individually. This 
has engaged people in more squirrel watching and shows lower counts in autumn and winter when 
natural food is more abundant, and higher ones in spring and summer when breeding and growth 
may benefit from the extra food provided. 
 
Group members and others usually report grey sightings to Peter Garson direct, who then reports 
them en masse to SSRS. This satisfies GDPR whilst allowing very rapid control action c/o our three 
trained and registered dispatchers. We enjoy good relations with all the major landowners and two 
shoots. Most control is by shooting at hoppers rather than trapping, regardless of the time of year. 
The pattern of grey records on the map suggests that immigration is from the north (Newton 
Stewart). There has been an increase in grey records since 2015 and before, but this may just reflect 
better recording. Proof of breeding by greys is still rare, suggesting that they are not prospering in 
our area, despite an abundance of near-perfect habitat. Our success in removing those reported is 
probably modest at best, but pine martens are present and might be responsible for this enigma.   
 
Public understanding of our cause is often woefully lacking, so our modest efforts through talks, 
local shows and galas needs to be ramped up, perhaps especially through schools and youth groups. 
Our income is modest, mostly via public donations collected at Cream o’Galloway in exchange for 
used ice cream containers! This money, plus equipment and some mileage from SSRS enables us to 
operate now, but if greys became more numerous, our capacity to react would be limited. One item 
we would like to acquire is a thermal imager, for use in surveys of reds control operations on greys: 
this will require a special funding drive. 


